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18 November
The yen strengthened against all its major peers, while Chinese stocks 
rose for a fourth day. Copper and silver retreated.

CLP Holdings Ltd., Hong Kong’s biggest electricity provider, agreed to 
pay HK$14 billion ($1.8 billion) for stakes in two Exxon Mobil Corp. units, 
adding three power plants in the city.

The won approached a two-year high as global investors bought 
South Korean shares before a Federal Reserve report that may detail 
reasons for maintaining stimulus that has fueled demand for emerging-
market assets. Bonds rose.

The dollar was 0.2 percent from an almost two-week low against the 
euro on speculation Federal Reserve speakers including Chairman 
Ben S. Bernanke will reiterate economic growth isn’t yet sufficient to 
trim stimulus.

19 November
Asian stocks fell for a second day as Australian banks declined and 
WorleyParsons Ltd. cut its profit forecast, overshadowing Federal 
Reserve Chairman Ben S. Bernanke saying low U.S. interest rates will 
remain low.

The extra yield company bonds offer over Treasuries approached 
the narrowest level in six years as Federal Reserve Chairman Ben S. 
Bernanke said interest rates will stay low and investors sought ways to 
boost income.

Chinese stocks in Hong Kong rose for a fifth day, the longest winning 
streak since August, after the central bank elaborated on plans to 
loosen controls on financial markets. The Shanghai Composite Index 
was little changed.

Hong Kong stocks rose, with the benchmark index headed for the 
highest close in more than nine months, after China’s central bank 
elaborated on plans to free up foreign-exchange controls.

21 November
U.S. real yields were near the highest level in more than two years as 
Treasury borrowing costs rise on speculation the Federal Reserve is 
moving toward reducing its bond purchases while inflation holds in 
check.

Commodity hedge funds run by George “Beau” Taylor and Stephen 
Jamison are posting gains this year as peers lose money and investors.

Australia’s dollar is set to match its longest run of weekly declines 
against the greenback in seven years amid speculation the bigger 
nation’s Reserve Bank will take steps to curb a gain in the currency.

Japan’s Topix index rose for a second day as exporters advanced 
after the yen held declines beyond 101 per dollar and financial shares 
gained.

22 November
Asian stocks rose, with the regional benchmark equities gauge set 
to rebound from last week’s drop, as improving U.S. economic data 
boosted investor optimism for earnings growth in the region.

Hong Kong stocks gained, with the benchmark index rising to its 
highest in 10 months, as U.S. data lifted sentiment. China Petroleum 
& Chemical Corp., also known as Sinopec, dropped after a deadly 
pipeline explosion.

China’s stock-index futures fell after benchmark indexes advanced 
last week.

Brent crude slumped from a six-week high after Iran and world powers 
reached an initial accord on the Islamic republic’s nuclear program 
that will loosen economic sanctions while maintaining a cap on oil 
sales.

20 November
Hong Kong stocks fell, with the benchmark index retreating from a 
nine-month high, after a private report showed China manufacturing 
fell more than expected and amid concern the U.S. may reduce 
stimulus in coming months.

China’s stocks fell the most in a week before the release of a preliminary 
manufacturing index and as minutes from the U.S. Federal Reserve’s 
last meeting signaled U.S. stimulus may be reduced in coming months.

Copper declined after minutes from the Federal Reserve’s last meeting 
signaled U.S. stimulus may be cut in coming months and ahead of a 
private manufacturing gauge for China today.

South Korea’s government bonds fell, pushing the three-year yield to 
the highest level in more than two months, after minutes of a Federal 
Reserve meeting indicated stimulus may be cut “in coming months.” 
The won weakened.
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